
On a roll? 
 

These books about life are all over the place. They tell you how you can be happy, how to be a 
millionaire without selling anything, heck sett eh raaaa! But, most people are still actively involved in 
slavery and aren‟t interested in anything but paying those bills with the insufficient wage they make ... 

which is made all the worse by having to clean their bits of dead skin from round the house, or the mess 
they leave in the kitchen .... but people love to valet their cars. A typical man wants his car to look good, 

but doesn‟t want anyone tro see his skid marked underpants on the bedroom floor.Lots of women are the 
same. One friend of mine said his ex left her soiled knickers laying around the house. He loved going 
around her place because he got to lay on the floor and roll around with a pair over his head ... his nose 

was the happiest sense organ in the North West.  
 

 
When you went to school (that was the waste of time you lived before you got to this shit bit), you had 
your left brain hemisphere filled with information, stuff for you to learn and regurgitate in an exam. 

How many years did the system try and force in the times tables? Twelve sixes are seventy two wasn‟t 
much use to me then, and it isn‟t much more use now. I failed at school, but have filled in now with 

more useful information, info which causes me to be labelled as „mad‟. If I try to give people the info 
now, they, especially women, complain because it hurts their brain ... no wonder, after having it 
pummelld at school for so long. 

There are lots of books written on this subject, the one of wellbeing, enough to fuddle duddle the best 
brains, especially in this crazy seeming world where all people want to do is feel good, which makes it 
pointless making them feel bad with books full of mind exercises, aimed at that poor brain.  

By the time you leave stste school, you may feel like someone has been using your brain as a football, so 
many say „that‟s that‟ and go for a job where thinking isn‟t necessary. I worked as a bus driver and 

heard several of the divers speak for the others unoficially and say „I like this job, I can turn off for eight 
hours, plus yummy scrummy overtime. I didn‟t like to hear that because no way did I want to turn off. 
These drivers in the next breath were saying „only another 18 years to go and then I finish, with my 

pension. Then, funnily enough, some of them who had been there for forty years, finished on the Friday 
and no kidding, were back in a week, kicked out of the hoiuse by the wife who wasn‟t keen on tripping 

over him all the time. 
Sometimes, you may wonder what it‟s all about, why are you here? What‟s the point? Life‟s a bitch full 
of boring bits and a rare ggod bit ... It‟s a bit pointless, and is a bit shit unless you feel good ... why do 

you get on a fairground ride other than to feel good, but, nearly everything is designed to make you feel 
bad. 

So, life is about? Ah, but are we talking the concept of life, or physical life?  
Well, the scientists have told us regarding life as a concept, „we don‟t know‟, so that‟s it, it‟s a mystery, 
we do not know. 

Unless they‟re lying, OR, they don‟t want you to know.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Then, to make the boredom less cutting, Drex loo rolls marketing management have a spliff each to 
come up with ... some wild idea to sell more rolls. All they have managed is the messing up my head 

trying to figure out their heads. I must be right, because I‟m dead sensible.  
 

Longer lasting loo roll? 



 
 

 
Ok, I admit defeat, thanks for trashing my brain, what a way to treat a customer. I cannot work out (and 

I can‟t help trying) how a toilet roll can last longer because it is, get this (see next picture) stronger. 
However I can tell you that there is now less pleasure in its use. I found this terrible no-pleasure fact out 
because I used a length in the usual manner and found that my middle finger didn‟t go through it and 

enter my butt to the knuckle. which used to be quite entertaining (because of this usually boring life 
thing). Imagine, you‟re wiping your tight bottom and suddenly, your middle finger goes through the 

sheet and disappears up your sphinky (not to be confused with Minky, which is a whale). There is a 
nerve there, a lonely nerve which has been practicing cosmic ordering mumbo jumbo (ot jumbo bummo 
in this case) and is convinced it doesn‟t work, until now (now it‟s great!). Now the nerve is in Nerveana 

and your mind has followed it. It is so good, you somehow manage to wipe the rest of your butt with 
your left hand (which is a hell of an effort) and, still left handed, pull up the trousers and whatever, and 

leave that wonderful finger in place. People at work may not notice as you‟re „always‟ (often? 
Periodically?) scratching your ass; tell them it‟s actually an Aloe and Buttermilk rash and thats why the 
scratching has to be constant and directly on the skin. If you botom burp, it makes a squeak, and if you 

move your finger, you can get a tune.  
 

 
 

 
 

Sorry, I still don‟t get it. I though that the only way you could make a roll last longer is to make it 
....longer? Duuhhhhh. one thousand meters for the price of ten metres, Drex Value! 
 

 
 

When the true word gets out and the gossip starts regarding that magical nerve, people start to copy you 
and they are smiling a lot more (which pisses the management off, for this isn‟t traditional i.e. people 
happy at work! That is NOT ON!). The problem is, it‟s a call centre, and people are ringing the 



management to find out why no one is answering (?) when they want to complain bitterly about 
something or other. Your centre is behind the times by the way and you don‟t have head sets. Your 

management complain to the toilet roll manufacturer‟s management and they all then go for a double 
management meeting in Dubai, as someone has already booked the meeting rooms in the call centre and 

the bog roll factory, plus, the coffee machine is broken in each room.  
The puppy people listen and steal the idea and, will now  be making an Aloe Vera marinaded (I know 
it‟s marinated, but I like marinaded) rubber roll (how many thought that said doll?), which will last very, 

very much longer poo too. Now we have both Longer lasting „and‟ finger friendly‟. Won‟t that be 
ironic? i.e.we‟re going to have plastic money soon, which we will use to buy rubber toilet roll?  

Then it will be the annual Puppy People‟s sport‟s day tug of war championship using stretchy toilet roll 
as the rope. 
 

PS: The thousand metre roll will have an extra large hole in the middle so the person can actually get 
into the toilet, as it will have to be left outside the little room. Just think, when you have finished the roll 

in a few decades time, the cardboard tube will make two new waste paper baskets. What extremely good 
value. 
 

 
Games with the new rubber roll.  

 
Bounce the bearing 
I thought that if you were to have a sheet of rubber roll sretched out between your hands. Couldn‟t you 

then bounce trampoline- like, a steel ball bearing and see how many bounces you could manage? Rubber 
toilet roll keepy up. 
 

 
Get back to your armchair 

 
You could tie one end of a five metre strip to the top bannister leg, and the other end to your belt and 
then see if you can get back to your chair without being dragged all the way back up the stairs. don‟t 

pick the evening when the wife is carrying armfulls of Poorcroft vases down to polish them. 
 

 

 

 

 

Brief moments of happiness in this pointless boring life  

 
The war effort kept a lot of people busy, with a purpose and a mission, it was almost full, meaningful 
employment. Friends were being made, victories being won, comradeship, dark times and then times o f 

celebration.  
There was much celebration in Coventry when they won the FA cup, a euphoria which lasted about two 

weeks, so I‟m told. Most were in a good mood and very friendly, which sounds great, but actually was 
very dangerous (Coventry people didn‟t see the Demon arrive as they partied and laughed (and it wasn‟t 
even Christmas). The people didn‟t know how to feel good without something like an FA cup win to 

help their minds along and ... that Demon sat atop a tall building, and laughed loudly).  
 

So, the whole country is having street parties at the end of the war, many in Coventry when they won the 
cup ... then things die down, for you can only celebrate a cup win for so long until the next war to be the 
winner begins ... and then you have to win it again to get the euphoria back (or the disappointment of it 

all .. just blame the ref, maybe spit on his car if you know which one it is. There aren‟t many happy 
faces around the town now, plus, the football team has cleared off to Northamptonbecause of the trouble 

with the Ricoh Arena (the hospital is heading in the same direction, what will the patients on the packed 
wards do? Lot of sick people for a small city ( I know, I saw, I met ... silly arse here was one of them; 
there wasn‟t much laughter, just a lot of nappy changes to men who couldn‟t move; strokes).  

 



The people who partied after the war are now old or dead (and you‟re a long time dead, or so the human 
belief goes). When the war ended and the remaining men come home, widows and mothers then get on 

wih grieving, jealous of those still with husbands and sons and life goes back to normal. Jobs, strikes, 
governments failing to deliver ... stress depression, work, disappointment, frustration. Not much 

happiness about now the event is over.  
Now there‟s a massive problem with dementia, Alzheimer‟s etc. They‟re looking for a magic pill to cure 
the nearly one million people with it, some of them war survivors (the aged never die, the young die).  

There isn‟t a pill and there won‟t be a pill, because the cure has nothing to do with chemicals.  
I see people now, some as young as 10, and some between 19 and 25, stoned out of their heads all the 

time, because no one has shown them how to feel good. I know what they‟re trying to do i.e. feel good, 
which they seem to achieve, but physically, it does them damage. So as well as the dementia problem, 
you have another with millions of kids (we‟re losing generations, and next time whoever decides to 

invade won‟t have much opposition).  
One day in the future, all the disappointed people will end up in a lovely house, with nurses maybe even 

set in amongst trees ... to sit and stare and await their end, when their pained, battered mind will at last 
be released and it will disperse into nothingness at last ... or will it ?. 
People say „life‟s what you make it‟ .... but, if you don‟t know how to make it, how can you make it?  

 
Let‟s start a little story of this life at the end, where lots will no doubt be going. A rest home. That‟s a 

place you may go if you‟re too old to cope on your own and your family don‟t want you, maybe because 
your brain is fucked and you‟re a pain in the ass. Brains don‟t fuck themselves, it takes a negative mind 
to do that, massive chronic worry being a great, self-chosen offender energy (that energy has to make 

itself real somewhere). The trouble is, through their lives, people don‟t realise what powerful energy 
they‟re screwing around with, with sometimes disasterous results, now you know. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Rest homes are beautiful peaceful, quiet places, where the older generation are placed by loving families 
when home becomes too much for them alone. Rest homes are bursting with love and joy. I know this 

because I have been in enough as an entertainer. They‟re great places to entertain because I never had 
one person leave no mattewr how bad I was. 
 

Aged people in rest homes live a lot longer than expected because it is so beautiful in the home and the 
care is so fantastic that they don‟t want to die, why should they? They have waited eighty years for this 

quality of life and all it costs them now is their little house and their life savings, and anything else they 
have laying around (caring nurses are expensive, much to the deismay of the children). Well, you‟re sat 
there in your new home, parts of your memory disappearing daily, save for a few terrible anxiety 

producing thoughts causing little moments of terror in your cruel mind. The nurses see you staring 
blankly out of the window (you won the best seat in yesterday‟s bingo game), but what you‟re doing is 

visualising scenes from the past and making some up, which cause distress and worry ... although you 
have dementia to erase all that slowly, AHHHHHH. 
 

The other end of the scale of life is being a baby, „goo goo ahhhhh!‟  
 

Remember when you had a balloon as a baby? You would be playing with it and giggling in the garden, 
when suddenly it popped. The crossbow bolt then carried on and killed your new, cute, beautiful puppy 
(may as well keep to the puppy theme). It was your mother ruining your fun, because you ruined hers by 

being born and trashing her social life (you bastard ... any money, you‟d have been a love child). But, 
dad steps in and saves the day, catching the next bolt when the tip is one inch away from his forehead 

(his crime? He gave her you).  
First of all he buries the puppy, that very night on some old Micmac burial ground land nearby (which is 
going to be developed into a council housing estate, which is part of a shady breeding programme). He 

then (after putting the shovel away!) gets a patch of rubber from your dead balloon (the bog roll people 



haven‟t done the rubber toilet roll yet), pulls it over his lips, and then sucks in. The vacuum in his mouth 
causes a balloon to form (physics) and he then closes his lips and turns the  rubber sheet around, 

therefore enclosing the air in a small balloon. this could then be twisted in the fingers or spiked with a 
pin, until there was a loud crack-bang. That game is better than the balloon.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
You must remember this trick, that if this mini balloon bursts in your mouth due to too many twists, 

your eyeballs may (will) shoot across the room and the snot from your nostrils will go all down your 
shirt (or jumper). 
Rest home entertainment, as well as being a fantastically kind thing to do for the older generation at the 

sunset of their life (it‟s a long sunset, as people this old tend not to die). I discovered that this trick had 
different results when performed. You see, I would go into the home, which was in a Coventry park in 

the district of Allesley, in the Dovecotes Rest Home. It was a useful training ground for playing guitar in 
front of an audience, practice. The audience were put in front of me in wheelchairs, I don‟t think they 
knew what was happening i.e. dementia and all that. At the time however, I had never heard of 

dementia, not that it would have made any difference (memory loss isn‟t that bad if the memories are 
awful). 

 
I would play a piece and finish with a wonderful energetic flourish, and it didn‟t really matter if I cocked 
the chord up ... who cared? I received no applause though. One day I complained at this sorry fact as I 

wanted adulation, so the head nurse, an evil woman, a Mrs Tesla an electrics hobbyist, invented the long 
prod. It was a sort of a cattle prod that ran the length of the audience front row (there was only a front 

row). It had a metal „finger‟ that touched every shoulder and upon the time of my flourish and following 
bow, they got a zap, and clapped with as much enthusiasm as they could muster.One week, between 
quiet, slow pieces, they were almost asleep, but .... I had a plan. I had remembered the balloon trick my 

father had taught me, until one day he made a bubble the size of a golf ball and unfortunately, bit it 
when he sneezed. One of his eyes flew across the room and  landed in my mother‟s tea ... it was still 
attached to the optic chord (must be something to do with being Polish?). That shocked him, but when 

my mother picked the eye up , held it very close to her face and yelled abuse at it. That image and noise 
were too much for him, and that was it.  

I got my sheet of burst balloon rubber out and made a bubble about the size of a large gooseberry. I 
twisted it, and twisted it until there was a loud crack! The nurses picked the three up who had actually 
fallen after quickly standing up from their chairs, a minor miracle. The undertaker arrived half an hour 

later. The news got about very quickly and instead of being a figure of hatred, I was offered 10% of any 
wills I could bring to „payout‟ ... by the rester‟s children of course. It was a good service, as they then 

didn‟t have to pay the massive fees any more so they actually got some of the money the parent had 
saved for them, quite a bit of it in the house ... better than selling it to pay for care. A friend‟s mother 
(and she can‟t be the only one) worked in a home full to the rafters with elderly people who hads done 

their bit for the country. She said that none of the children ever visited ... well! For heaven‟s sake, they 
were out partying with the cash which had been secretly stashed. 



 
A group of entertainers was formed on the strength of this balloon trick who performed in other homes. 

They couldn‟t play anything, but who cared, two tambourines and a triangle ...  
They called themselves The Nice Crispies and were individually named Snap, „Crack‟ and Pop. They 

made a lot of money and a few Undertaker friends, plus others involved in the industry.  
Another performer was called Who‟s „Coffin‟. He would cough out tunes by performers such as Bud 
Flanagan and then do the balloon trick in the interval, using a five thousand watt amplifier and speaker 

system inspired by Black Sabbath just to up the game. He blew the windows out of a couple of homes, 
and nurses took to wearing ear muffs. One home‟s parrot, Arkwright, got stressed at the loud cracks and 

all his feathers fell out. The residents had a hat making afternoon and used the age tarnished feathers.  
 
Don‟t think being in a rest home is all bad ...no worse than spending fifty years working jobs you hate.  

I was doing a concert in a home in Barrow in Furness with a guitarist friend called Graham. It was a free 
concert, as neither of us had any burst balloon rubber on us, plus Drex had never even got a good market 

hold as Izal Medicated ruled 
Graham was doing a solo, a piece that wasn‟t really ready for playing to people, but, as we had an 
audience that didn‟t give a shit, he went for it. It was called Canarios, a dance from the Canary Islands. 

Halfway through, Graham was playing some lovely tinny wrong notes, when one of the old dears stood 
up, shouted something like „goldfish!‟ or „Geronimo!‟ and fell flat on her face. She was carried off for 

some electric shock therapy and all I could think of saying was „told you it wasn‟t ready for the public 
Graham.‟ 
But! If you think about it, the dementia had caused that lady to think she was stood on a lovely bridge in 

Australia or somewhere. The birds were singing, it was lovely and warm, and she was about to bungee 
jump off the bridge (or the dam) and then be able to touch the water at the bottom (unawares that the 26 
foot alligator waited directly below).  

In her joyful mind, she as she fell to the carpet, she shouted „Fuck the kids! I‟m going to live! Live! 
Live! Spend! Spend! Spend!‟ 

May that be a lesson. 
 
The best bit is, as toilet roll become stronger i.e. rubber, to protect the middle finger, Crack Bubble may 

be played with it. Now that is worth looking forward to, is it not. 
 

You had better make sure you have a snazzy, expensive house, because when your kids wrap you in a 
blanket at 3am and inject something into your arm which the doctor gave them ... you will probably 
wake up somewhere, surrounded by people as buggered up as you. One week, with meals and a fantastic 

entertainer, such as Bob Movenottelips, the rest home ventriloquist, or the group Dead Zeppelin ...will 
cost just shy of about twenty grand. The bad news is, they used to lock oldies away and just give them a 

few knockout jabs until the Reaper called, but that was stopped when someone realised „hey! They have 
houses worth lots of lovely money!‟ 
 

 
You‟re born. Dependent on what you believe, you grew inside your mother, you get bigger, you get 

educated (how well depends on your social standing. If you‟re what‟s called working class, your 
education doesan‟t really matter, as you get told what to lift and where to pu it ... etc., you know the 
story. Working class people think that people with money are happy ... well, stands to reason, working 

class people with little or no money aren‟t happy because they have not much money, so people with 
lots of money must be happy, that‟s logic isn‟t it?  

Some person then comes along with a book they have written because they want to sell it and get 
money, it‟s called Money and, states that it isn‟t money that makes you miserable, it‟s the love of money 
that does that. However, they drink. Then they drink more because they can afford it and working people 

feel better because they now hate money. Well, they don‟t really hate money so much as they hate trying 
to get it. If it wasn‟t so amusing, it would be quite sad. 

Mind you, they still haven‟t got any money.  
 
The Middle Bit. 

 



You know the middle bit. School, job, pension plan. The pension plan says „you better save because 
when you retire ... bear in mind you haven‟t even started yet ... you‟ll have nothing. If you don‟t save 

loads for when you retire, you‟ll end up like Dustin Hoffman in Midnight Cowboy ... fingerless gloves, 
sat in your freezing kitchen, heating soup up in its tin over a candle. No, pay the bills and save like a 

loony and don‟t worry, your management pay towards your pension. Sometimes pensions get stolen and 
other horrid things happen to nice people. It‟s a bit mad. Ask working people how they are and they 
reply, „not too bad‟.Ask them how bad that is on a scale of 1-10 and they look at you strangely.  

 
But that‟s the two ends of a physical life span, which leaves the middle bit, which seems to be the 

troublesome bit. 
 
Let‟s start the middle bit at the beginning bit. 

Have you ever seen those seeds you can buy in jokey places? „Grow your own man‟ ... well, how about, 
for real, you really do „grow your own body?‟ I get to use my favourite word here. It‟s the bestest 

negative word ever and it‟s easy to understand why some people use it ... mumbo jumbo. It‟s used when 
someone says something they think true, which runs into the belief fence of someone else. The other 
person, who doesn‟t appreciate someone trying to break into their insular world it took them years to 

construct and condition, may say ... „don‟t start with that bloody mumbo jumbo!‟ 
Very refreshing. 

Your body grows. Your body grows. Was that „your body grows, or, your body‟s body grows‟? Does 
your body belong to your body? Or is it something that doesn‟t belong to anyone or anything?  
You wouldn‟t say to a doctor „this is my body‟s body‟, would you? Nope, you say „this is my body‟ .... 

so, if it‟s „your‟ body, then „who are you?‟ What are you?  
What if you‟re actually mumbo jumbo? Just a lump of meat run on electricity, with hearing, brilliant 
vision, skin packed with nerves so you can feel, speech, taste ... bit of a gizmo.  

 
PORE 

 
I use this ( I thought it up, me, me , me) at seminars. It describes a technique they supposedly use at 
Area 51, which exists only a mumbo jumbo (aliens? Spaceships?! What rubbish!) ... remember, there is 

only shit work and bills and life is an accident which wasn‟t caused by anything, and then you die and 
then there‟s nothing.  

Solid Object Reverse Engineering.  
 
Instructions (stuck on the workshop wall in Area 51): 

 
Build-a-Spaceship Instructions. 

Please follow to the letter. Anyone caught making a paper aeroplane with instructions will lose their bait 
time. 
 

Take one alien spacecraft. Take it to bits, remembering which bit went where, and how (put all screws in 
a bag or a jar). When you have a load of bits, take the last one and the bit before the last bit, and fit them 

back together. Keep doing this until you have an alien spaceship. There is a cup of screws and other 
small bits found on the floor in the tea cupboard, please do not take any home to repair household 
appliances. Failure to comply with these instructions will result in disiplinary action which may mean 

you being sent to a planet with a shitty climate in another galaxy where you will work hard for 18 hours, 
with crap break times (that part will be like a busman‟s holiday). When you return, the time conundrum 

will be so that you will either not be born yet, or everyone you knew will be dead ... BUT, your debts 
will still be live and additionalised with the interest. 
‟I‟ve been away for light years, so can you write the debt off please.‟ will not be recognised as an 

acceptable excuse or request.  
 

That is so cool! All you need to build your own spaceship, is a spaceship. It‟s like buying a car, taking it 
to bits, and then rebuilding it .... absolutely ideal for the kit-car enthusiast. You could do that with 
anything, the Frankenstein monster was similar.  



But, let‟s go smaller. A snooker ball sized sphere of water. You‟ll love this. Ok, you can‟t take the wing 
mirror off here like you can with a space ship, all that can be done, in the simplest way, is it can be 

halved ... the best answer I ever received with this one was „eight‟, from a woman. A mate once asked 
his wife. She thought about it for a few seconds, said „my head‟s spinning‟ and disappeared into their 

back yard for a cigarette. 
 
A New Invention 

 
The reverse spin-ometer 

 
If this information sends someone‟s hesd spinning, it could be hazardous if they go for a walk by the 
side of a canal or the cliffs at Land‟s End. Spinning heads can cause the semicircular canals to wobble 

due to the signal from the brain. This can be disastrous, even if there‟s a worn out mattress at the bottom 
of the cliff, as there is nothing worse than falling off the Land‟s End cliff, seeing the mattress below, 

thinking „great! I‟m going to survive! ... Then landing on ineffective worn springs, re opening your eyes, 
only to find a hand, a hand with an almost ethereal glow around it which made it look non-human, but 
almost angelic, reaching down Good Samaritan- like to you to help you up. A hand (the hand which has 

the empty finger, the finger which you pulled the Australian Black Opal ring from in the Chapel of Rest, 
because you had seen one on the Antiques Road Show ... while everyone else was huddled together 

crying in grief, as she left her millions to the government ) ...  the hand which belongs or which 
„belonged‟ to your dead Gran, who has come to meet you with some other relatives.  
I would feel terrible if you read this book, then, after finding your head spinning and decided to clear 

your head with a walk on Land‟s End cliffs (actually, I‟d howl with laughter) ... I suppose I could have a 
little booth and sell parachutes? 
If you fell into a canal, especially in Birmingham, the morph frogs would get you. They emerge from the 

mud debris and chemical soup at the bottom, grab you with their little webbed hands and pull you down, 
slight smiles on their faces. They have barracuda - like teeth and the attitude of piranhas.  

Birmingham canal is a dangerous place to fall in, as the management of the Sea Life Centre are forever 
dumping fish that have lost the favour of the general public, plus, this gives them a chance to buy some 
more from International fish smugglers (free drugs with every dolphin, also available, dolphin 

paperweights and executive toys), or lose their budget. Sometimes one of the barges will have dolphins 
swimming very slowly indeed and keeping just ahead of it, jumping semi-majestically from the water, 

using a specially designed cage, which I will sketch brilliantly for you (who needs a poxy illustrator, I 
hear they‟re tempramental bastards anyway).  

 
 
The Dolphin Jumper 

 

It lays beneath the surface, almost on the bottom. The trained dolphin swims into the clear 

polycarbonate cage, and the arm begins it’s ascent (arrow) when a barge approaches i.e. one that 

has paid to see the dolphin jump. The motor is in the box at the end of the arm. The telescopic 

pistons keep the cage at the correct angle. This design won a gold design award at the 

International Extravaganza of Good Ideas 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
When this idea sketch was shown at the International Extravaganza of Good Ideas, grown men 

who were brilliant engineers cried in ecstasy, as did some women who liked dolphins ... they said 

the drawing was so lifelike. The squiggle on the left is an approaching barge, or did you guess 

that? 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Sharks also circle barges and swim slowly along the edge, looking for people with spinning heads, or 

drunks ... 
But, remember our water sphere 

How many times can a sphere of water be halved until there is nothing left?  
Huh? 
Told you it‟s all obvious ... simplicity itself, but, can YOU think „simple‟ enough?  

Life isn‟t complicated, but „you‟ think it is, and you aren‟t alone.  
 

Let‟s see, half, half, half ... you may find that the kitchen knife is  little too large after a while. 
Nevertheless, you have done it several times. If you keep going ... actually, take the day off and do it. 
You will eventually, after a lot of times, get down to a molecular leve l, school science would have 

maybye taken you this far, some ill find the info is useless if in a factory (I was, but mine was nuclear, 
so I learnt about half lives). Now, take the H20 molecule apart. Two Hydrogen and one Oxygen „atoms‟.  
School told me more useless info .... there are millions of atoms in a full stop.  

 
Hmmmm? Two gases, so were down to a level where water is dry. Now the atoms need to come apart, 

and we find particles. Particles are teeny weeny bits of energy. So, if the basic building blocks of water 
are energy (what‟s energy?), then energy isn‟t solid, energy is a force isn‟t it? Energy isn‟t solid or 
physical, is it? That means that if you break your body up in the same way, it isn‟t physical, it‟s energy. 

Everything therefore must be energy? 
All bodies are energy, they must be? 

Planets are energy 



The whole fucking lot is energy. 
The best bit, and probably the scariest, is ... YOU and a lot of other people think it‟s real, physically ...  

Don‟t you. 
 

That halving was what I call OMAPVE i.e. Object ... Molecule ... Atom ... Particle ... Vibrating Energy.  
That goes for everything physical.  
 

 
So every day you‟re doing things „with‟(?) your body ... so, again, who or what are you? Nothing? 

Could you really think that? 
 
It‟s either like on Men in Black, and you‟re sat in a chair in your head steering, or, coulds it be the real 

you is invisible? Or, as sciene says on „your‟ behalf ... „We don‟t know‟.  
Whatever it is, you can‟t have a body, which is why one is grown inside an energy body. That‟s pretty 

nifty and pretty clever, which is why some psrents call their kids, thir litle miracles ... and then teach 
them exactly what the scientists told „them‟...  
The scariest thing is, some religions tell you that you are born bad ... you can believe that if you want. 

Born BAD you were. 
Whtever, you were born, with that body .... you‟re here for the long haul.  

 
The next bit 
 

There are basically two traditional types of paint oil based and water based. You cxould say that the 
earth is water based (dry at a quantum level remember ... quantum means paket of energy), except the 
brick bit ... naturally, there‟s only one brick bit, isn‟t there, which doesn‟t include brickie built walls.  

Vibration happens at two levels i.e. physical (water boiling?), anf meta physical, which describes 
anything beyond the physical realm and in the quantum realm Two realms? Shit! That‟s complicated 

things.In short, everything in the entire Universe, vibrates, not everything needs batteries to do it.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

I thought it horrible watching Springwatch, with Chris Pratham and Michela Strapon the other night. A 
magpie pulled a baby rabbit from the nest in some hay and pecked it a few times, because it wanted to 
play obviously; magpies are very playful misjudged birds. The parent rabbits tried to stop it. The eyes-

closed cutie wootie baby ended up under a car, squeaking „sanctuary! Sanctuary!‟  
Wouldn‟t it be best if the magpie was shot and the baby rabbit allowed to mature and become an adult? 

Then it could be naturally shot with a shotgun or a scoped .22 rifle, caught and tore apart by dogs? Or be 
caught in a purse net by a ferreter and have its neck broken with a small muffled crunch? The romans 
considered them a delicasy, but, being a bit squemish, would only eat them if they found them as road 

kill. 
 

Yours truly, 
 
Mr Natural Nature (real name Karla ... my bitterly disappointed mother wanted a girl to go to bingo 

with) 
 

My friends call me Mr Natural Nature. I don‟t like cats, because they‟re domestic and women like them 
better than me, so I‟m going to get an air rifle and put dead fish in my back kitchen ... not forgetting to 
fit a cat flap in my door. I‟ll have to practice a bit, because if I maim it, it might go on top of my kitchen 

cupboards and the blood will drip onto the work surface where I prepare my beans on toast (I do a 



pretend plate for my girlfriend, Carl ... her mother was desperate for a boy and likes watching football in 
pubs). 

 
 

I then received this letter from Mr Natural Nature, which he had received from Travis A Dibble 
 
Dear Mr Natural Nature 

 
I went to that place on Springwatch where the magpie hung out. The baby rabbit was squashed into the 

mud with tyre tracks all down its back, bloody vermin! 
Unbelievably, the magpie landed on my shoulder, pecked my ear, then flew onto the ground and hopped 
off, constantly looking back at me. It kept opening its wings and doing that magpie call which is really 

annoying. It was as though it wanted me to chase it .. so I gave chase. It then began to limp and drag its 
wing, like a plover might ... so I gave chase. After three fields I was puffed. The magpie looked puffd 

too and rolled on its back  and closed its eyes. I saw my chance and ran and dived at it. Just before I 
landed in the puddle, which it had collapsed beside, it flew off. 
I removed my Afican fishing net, one of those circular ones you see on TV, took aim at the fence post it 

ws sat on ... watching me, and bingo! Got it first time.  
I took it from the bag in my spare room and sprayed some of the special ae rosol in its wattle. This stuff 

is s mates farts which I had canned. It passed out, and whilst it was snoring, I, being an amateur bird 
neurologist, fitted a speech chip to its brain, which I designed.  
 

When it woke up, it looked at me and said “Do you want to play?” 
„no‟ I replied, I want to know why you kill baby rabbits.  
“I don‟t, I just get carred away while I‟m trying to get them to play. I prefer already dead road kill. I 

would love to go into a supermarket and buy some slaughterhouse killed meat from the butchers. On 
other words, I wanna be like you. I‟ve watched country sports people, they wanna be like me. Amazing 

isn‟t it” 
 
*** 

 
 

Now that you can basically reverse engineer your own body, using your mind, what does that mean?  
For a start, it means that the most important place held so dear by so many i.e. a hospital, which itself 
holds many dear nurses, doctors and surgeons etc., has it wrong when it treats you as nothing more than 

a slab of meat ... that‟s because there are no such things as slabs of meat. Most of the meat you eat is 
made from grass anyway, which is handy, because grass doesn‟t taste very nice to humans, unless your 

dad was a bull, where it may genetically appear savoury to you. Pork is made from absolute crap, 
probably processed sewerage, which is actually energy.  
Get your kitchen knife out and half a good turd a few times, when you get to the molecular structure, get 

in touch and let me know what you find.  
You, the „real‟ you is invisible and you have a body which is a lump of energy, but it all seems so real 

doesn‟t it. Why might that be so?  
You have energy detectors and convertors, at least six of them, although one of those is denied by 
science, because they can‟t explain gut, or the sixth sense. All of them work on vibratio n, which 

everything does, because everything is vibrating energy, including vibrators. Dildos vibrate too, but not 
enough to please the owner. Touch, sight, smell, taste, hearing. Hearing you know works on vibration, 

but in a certain scale of vibration i.e. you can‟t hear a dog whistle, if you can, that‟s amazing! And it‟s 
really great that you are typing with paws. I would have thought the keys would be too small for your 
paws, or has Theo invented something i.e. some sort of glove and is selling it in Staples? 

 
Dear Pudsey 

 
I, like you (i.e. similar ... and I like you) are pretty clever,  how would you like to come around my 
masters house later, do a bit of arse sniffing, smell each others turds, have a drink from the loo, then go 

to our secret, alien run „be cleverer than humans‟ class in the quarry? I‟m on heat, so when we get there, 



maybe we can do a bonk in front of everyone. I hear with my vibrational sixth sense that we‟re going to 
be shown the basic steps of working in an office tonight, so that as we slowly take over, at least the 

administration and the accounts will be ok (and we‟ll have access to a scanner, a printer and a 
photocopier. That means that these things were actually invented for us dogs, but the humans robbed 

them from us, the un furry wankers. 
 
Yours, 

Porsché Poodle 
 

PS: I must stop dripping saliva over the bit with the strange symbols on. I think it is the alpha beta, but, 
the two alsatians next door are called Alpha and Beta, so what they have to do with word processors I 
have no idea. Ring me on my mobile in fifteen minutes as I‟ll be back in my basket by then.  

 
If everything is vibration based energy (like water based paint), then ... what are you looking at? You 

think you‟re looking at, a building i.e. St Pauls Cathedral ... you‟re looking at a lump of vibrating 
energy,plus light wavelengths, the translation by your eye and your brain, is ... St Pauls. You can do this 
with everything, it‟s all the same ... vibrating energy made, by you, into a solid feeling picture by your 

eyes and your touch sense maybe. 
Look up at the moon. It‟s the same, and .... are you looking up or down? 

 
 
So, you, who are invisible to the naked eye, and always will be, gt a body and then spend some time in 

what‟s called the physical world, which must mean that there is a non physical one too? Blimey, talk 
about spirit posession, which you don‟t believe because it‟s mumbo jumbo ... but it turns out that you are 
the prfect example. You (whatever you really are) possess your own body. Maybe we should all get the 

church to perform millions of exorcisms to purge us of these vibration entities? If all „us‟ are driven 
from our bodies, what then? 

 
I can say that important pieces the information given to me has been from women. One of the most 
important bits was from a young girl who was an apprentice where I worked years ago. We were in the 

instrumentation workshop in a nuclear reprocessing plant. We were talking about life and it‟s big 
mystery. None of us could work out life and what it was all about and „where, if anywhere we came 

form. The young girl told us all. She said “when we come here, we forget everything.” ....and that was 
that and I never forgot that moment.  
We forget where we came from, we liove in forgetfulness. That means, I‟ve remembred since. We aren‟t 

here to learn lessons, which so many love to believe ... we come here to rmembr who e really are. Why? 
So we can express ourselves physically through the body. Because the thing you really are is energy and 

feels good, you arn‟t going to fel good until you get your physical boby mind to agree with the real 
mind. 
We evolve. If you add a o between the l and the v, you get love which reads both ways.  

Around the time of that workshop discussion, MIck piped up and asked me ... „do you believe that there 
is a bigger, massiv mind which makes sure things run ok?‟ 

I said no, because I though, we‟re here, we are animals then we die, to nothing.  
In another discussion, this time in a pub, I was telling of the splitting of the water sphere, when again 
another lady piped up ... “you eventually get down to energy.” 

Working in  a nuclear plant is similar, because a radioactive object, say giving off 10R (Roentgen), it 
has a half life i.e. 10R for five years (its half life), when it will half to 5R, then five years later 2.5 R, 

then five yeard 1.25R...so, it never ever gets to zero ...thats like halving the water atom, you never get to 
nothing. Life is much much more than you ralise until you begin to remember. 
 

Who are you really? 
Where do you come from? 

What are you doing here? 
Do you want to do your best to avoid the rest home? 
 

Keep your mind active 



Keep your body active 
Do your best to se the positive things around you (it‟s a contrasting world, you have to look)  

Drink water ... that‟s the clear stuff. 
 

Was talkin to a couple the other night, pretty old, talking to other old couples. The lady said.  
“Weather‟s ok (very British). We went to our two year old neice‟s birthdy Thursday gone, but, we left 
early as it just wasn‟t our scene (everybody shook heads in agreement). We couldn‟t even get a spliff off 

the eight year old dealer. Siting there he was (disgusting! Says another), puffing away, the cheeky mite. 
Told us we were too old and to get in a home. It‟s our neice‟s fault, she prefers older men, or bad boys 

as she calls them, learning to talk very well she is. And that cocky little dealer! He makes too much 
money, one of those gold sovereign rings on each finger and has all my niece‟s little friends, girls, sat 
around him! I‟m not going to a two year old‟s party again! Are we Eric!”  

 
She then complained of hay fever.  

„Do you drink much water?  
NO, but I have a pot of tea each day ...  

Hospitals are filled very well with elderly people, who are de hydrated .... give them water, ther re 
vitalise. How do you think they get extra beds in hospital? Cut the water supply off to the elderly (do 

them a favour). 99.99% of the people I ask say they don‟t drink water, basically because thy don‟t like 
it. Well, that‟s fine, carry on, but ... their cars, which also run on water are always to be found with 
sufficient in the engine system. 

 
There are plenty things you can discover about life, nowadays, with ease ... but, can your pummeled 
mind do suh a thing, or do you just want to stop, and stare out of a rest home window to end your days? 

To do that, here‟s what you‟ll be thinking ... “If I want to look out of the window and watch the cat 
torturing birds, I still have to beat these crazy old bastards at bingo latr.” 

 
 
 

Again: 
 

Who are you really? 
Where do you come from? 
What are you doing here? 

 
 

Who are you really? 
Where do you come from? 
What are you doing here? 

 
Who are you really? 

Where do you come from? 
What are you doing here? 
 

 


